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"Profit Victim" 
By Kat Brockway 
Drawn on art studio app ipad 
Description: AgBell is blended in the victim's body with all anti-Deaf brouhaha 
including as a potential victim of Cochlear Implant to make profits by the doctors 
and others. This little girl is INNOCENT. Born Deaf means ACCEPT she is DEAF and 
use by signing and have her HEARING family learn sign language RIGHT away and 
give 100% communication much as possible. She will be fine as long as her parents 
love for who she is. 
 



 
David Call 
A Peek Inside Cochlear Factory 
Graphite 
 

 
Angeline Champagne 
"PROFIT" - Designed with Adobe Elements 13 
Used with several vintage PSP brushes and unique vintage fonts. 
 
 



 
Patti Durr 
Mask of Benevolence 
Mixed Media 
Description: white mask with oil pastel, markers and nail polish to add black hair, 
eybrows, eye shadow, eyelashes, rosey cheeks, and red lipstick, behind the eyes 50 
and 20 dollar bills - one shows UNITED STATES IN GOD and the other shows WE 
TRUST, edges of dollar bills serve as ears and Native American like earings dangle 
form the $. scarf with clock symbol, plastic 3d hand with red nail polish holding a 
$100 bill. All situated on a black piece of fabric.  
A great many of the LSL (Listening and Spoken Language specialists - ie speech 
pathologists) are White young women. Their intentions may be good but since they 
are the front line of the auditory industrial complex - they often beguile themselves 



and the parents into believing they have the child's best interest at heart. See Dr. 
Lane's Mask of Benevolence: Disability the Deaf Community 
 
 

 
Bethaney Hall 
"Passion vs Profit" 
8.5 by 11 drawing paper, black ink 
Description:  Here we have two "lemonade" stands selling ASL products: deaf vs 
hearing. This falls under "cultural appropriation". Hearing (especially new signers) 
take advantage of our language for profit while we just want to share our language 
and culture. If you can't read the signs let me know. 
 



 
 

 
Takiyah Harris 
2. "Mr. Joker Doctor loves the cochlear implants." 
Mixed Art 
8x10 
1. "Charlie Chaplin freed the apples with eyes from the envelope." 
Mixed Art 
8x10 
 



 
Storme Ren Heidi 
'A not so secret money trail' 
photography and multiple apps 
 
 

 
Hinda Kasher 
What is my Right? 
Sharpies, fine point pen, neon sharpies 
2015 



Description:  The profits of cochlear implant industries claimed the well beings of 
Deaf/HoH people. The economy, technology, and society have robbed the lives of 
sign language people with the system based on wealth inequality. The CI industry 
profited from Deaf/HoH beings' brains by opening them up and insert CI device to 
improve the industry's shareholder value to go higher. The CI industry doesn't 
provide shelter, food, transportation, support sign language 
family/society/communities or what it takes for Deaf/HoH people to earn a living. 
No boards of members in the CI industry team support the sign language 
people/sign language culture. Who are they to neglect our needs and rights? We 
never receive a cent from the CI industry. What about the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights/International Human Rights? It is our fundamental right to flourish a 
rich, cultural, linguistic life with good education, family, and friends! Unfortunately, 
the privileges of CI industries are filthy rich people and they think that they can buy 
off human values and turn them into billion dollars of hearing implants. We don't 
want any of electronic device inside our brains simple as that. Sign language is our 
right! Leave us alone and make profits somewhere else!!! 
 
 

 
 



 
Ellen Mansfield 
2.Fake Deaf n Mute ACT  
Description:  Uproar from Deaf Community about hearing woman being a cast of 
Deaf Mute Character in the movie “ Medeas directed and written by Andrea Pallaoro. 
The Deaf actors, actresses, filmmakers, and Deaf community made a STAND and 
campaign to stop Hollywood to hire Fake Deaf AND Mute casts in the social media 
viral. “DeafTalent” and I’m MAD (Medeas and DeafTalent).  In this artwork, right 
side is a hearing person in the mask of profiting. Her tongue with dollar symbol that 
she earned money to fed herself while Deaf talented actresses do not have salaries 
or jobs.  The black dots are” People of Eye” is campaigning against Hollywood for 
hiring s hearing for Deaf roles. 
1. Living Inside  
 



 
Ken McBroom 
Shakedown 
Collage 
 
 



 
Roberta Merrill 
“Injustice Profit” 
 
 



 
Tracey Milo 
"Profit-Factory" 
Pencil on sketch 
5 x 8 
 
 

 



Nancy Rourke 
"Art of Profiting" 
oil on canvas 
18 inch by 24 inch 
Description:  This painting is about making profit. The artist is the Cochlear Implant 
Corporations, painting a dollar sign $, is what they dream, see and make profit off of 
Deaf bodies. Easel stand with a big size canvas, an artist is painting a huge dollar 
sign, wears a big black corporate suit scribbled with "COCHLEAR IMPLANT 
CORPORATIONS" all over and holds a palette. 
 

 
Paul Scearce 
Motif: Profit & Resistance 
Title: Cochlear Implant Corporation Ad Propaganda 
Media: Photoshop 
 



 
Tiffany Slieff 
"Cigarett-ear Implant" 
Color Pencils 
2 feet by 2 feet 
Description: There are so much of color partying around on a birthday day enough 
to blind a skeleton head's mourn. Cigarette and Cochlear Implant have a similar 
story; therefore, I used cigarette to represent a CI as a unstoppable profit after 
especially the birth issue. It gets brain washed and wrinkled before opportunities 
could get to save them from dying out of the deaf world.. 
 
 



 
Diane Squires 
'Disempowerment' 
IPad - ArtRage3 
 
 

 
 
JT Tozier 
"A Shovel For Profift: Wear and Tear of Cochlear Implant" 
oil-based painting with water color 
Descroption:  There are 12 headstones. Deaf children are dead because of cochlear 
implant surgeries in 1989. The FDA and Cochlear Implant Industries are filled with 
imaginatively and speculatively based on science wonders and gives fictitious 



information that humiliates and ostracizes not only Deaf children, but also Deaf 
people everywhere. From time to time, it tells stories that we are not ready to hear, 
holds up a mirror to reflect the realities of the Deaf children, and raises the antenna 
of our own social consciousness. It will be always stimulate thoughts, open dialogue, 
and remember those dead Deaf children for years. 


